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Satisfaction Through a New Sense of Value

Computerized Flat Knitting Machine

Satisfaction Through a New Sense of Value
SHIMA SEIKI’s corporate spirit is embodied in
these words: To develop the most advanced
technology while keeping it affordable.
Because our customers’ needs have changed
as a result of recent economic conditions, we
have decided to reconsider what is now meant
by ‘affordable’.
We performed a complete re-think of what
it takes to produce a knitting machine. From
research and development, parts procurement
and manufacturing to assembly and quality
inspection, all aspects involved in machinebuilding were re-evaluated, including the
mindset of each employee. The result is a
completely new computerized flat knitting
machine that only SHIMA SEIKI could build:

‘Affordable’ does not simply mean inexpensive,
especially when it involves advanced
technology. What we pursued was not simply
higher cost-performance, either. What we have
achieved is a new perception of value created
by the tremendous benefits that are inherent to
SHIMA SEIKI products:
Benefit No. 1

Made Without Compromise in Japan
Benefit No. 2

The Experience of a Best-Seller
Benefit No. 3

Innovation for the Future of Knitting
Benefit No. 4

Benchmark Technology
We at SHIMA SEIKI are confident that with these
benefits, SSR®112 provides customer satisfaction
through value that cannot be obtained elsewhere
through price alone.
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Benefit No. 1

Made Without Compromise in Japan
Every SHIMA SEIKI product is built
with strict quality control and superior
assembly techniques throughout the
manufacturing process, using the
highest-grade materials. The design
and manufacture of SSR® 112 likewise
makes no compromise, offering value
beyond pricing that does not betray its
affordability.
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Uncompromising Facilities
SHIMA SEIKI’s own in-house quality
assurance lab features the latest equipment
for precision testing of critical knitting
machine parts. In such ways we spare no

Standing the Test of Time

effort in providing the highest possible

In service for over 25 years spanning two

quality to our customers.

generations of knitters, this SEC machine

In addition, all machine models undergo

is working testimony to the durability of

testing for electromagnetic immunity at our

SHIMA SEIKI products. They are intended

own EMC testing center. SHIMA SEIKI’s

as worthwhile investments, but can also

commitment to safety ensures compliance

become a lasting legacy for generations to

with the world’s strictest safety standards.

come.

An Ideal Workplace

Quality Inspection

At SHIMA SEIKI, we believe that good

We perform a thorough 12-point quality

things are made in good places. Assembly

check on every machine before it leaves

takes place in a clean, bright workplace,

our factory; not just several machines

adopting the Japanese “Kaizen” system

randomly selected from a batch. Of course

of continuous improvement in the

it takes time and cost to carry out such

manufacturing process. The result is

a step, but that extra effort may save the

superior quality that is considered the

customer much trouble in the long run.

benchmark for computerized knitting
machines, and the reason why
SHIMA SEIKI has earned a worldwide
reputation as a brand name you can trust.
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With over 120,000 machines sold to date*, SHIMA SEIKI is
honored to be the world’s best-selling brand of computerized

Benefit No. 2

The Experience of a Best-Seller

flat knitting machines. The experience and know-how
obtained from the development, manufacture and sale of that
many machines is invaluable. With it, we hope to continue
our contributions to the advancement of the knitting industry.
Our development of SSR®112 is one of those contributions.
*as of December 2010.

1962

1970

Innovation
Carriage stroke changing device
Sinker control
Carriage transmission

Year



Automatic narrowing
Needlebed with insertion plates
Stitch control
Setup device
Takedown roller







1980
KNITRAN®cam system

Automatic needle selection
Warp yarn insertion
Stitch presser with sub presser





DSCS® Digital Stitch Control System
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Machine
6(7))
Shimatronic® Twin System
Full Fashion Computerized
Flat Knitting Machine

Fully Automatic Flat Knitting Machine
with Warp Insertion Capability

Fully Automatic Glove
Knitting Machine

Shimatronic® Computerized
Jacquard Flat Knitting Machine

6(7
Shimatronic® Twin System
Full Fashion Computerized
Flat Knitting Machine

Fully Automatic Semi-Full
Fashion Flat Knitting Machine
Shimatronic® Computerized
Jacquard Flat Knitting Machine
Fully Automatic Full-Fashion
Collar Knitting Machine
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6(6
Shimatronic® Computerized
Flat Knitting Machine

Total Machines Sold

Over 120,000*

1990
Takedown comb
Motorized stitch presser

2000
Full-time sinker





4 needle bed configuration





i-DSCS®

Air Splicer

Intarsia detection

WideGauge® latch needle

SlideNeedleTM
Loop presser
Pulldown device
Holding technique

Transfer jack
Transfer jack bed

Compound Needle



Twin needle configuration

2010

Yarn feed brake disk
v-Sinker®

Warp yarn cutting and holding
i-DSCS+DTC®
High-speed cam

Edge yarn insertion device

















Computerized Flat
Knitting Machine

6(657
Shimatronic® Computerized
Flat Knitting Machine with
Shimatronic® Computerized Rib Transfer Capability
Flat Knitting Machine with
Coarse Gauge Capability

6(6))*

Computerized Flat Knitting
Machine

WHOLEGARMENT® Knitting
Machine

WHOLEGARMENT® Knitting
Machine

Computerized Flat
Knitting Machine

6(66
Shimatronic® Computerized
Flat Knitting Machine
WHOLEGARMENT® Knitting
Machine

WHOLEGARMENT® Knitting
Machine

Hybrid Computerized Flat
Knitting Machine with Warp
Insertion Capability

Computerized Flat Knitting
Machine with WideGauge®
Capability

Computerized Flat
Knitting Machine with
Intarsia Capability
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Benefit No. 3

Innovation for the Future of Knitting
SHIMA SEIKI was founded by inventing a
knitting machine, and we have never ceased
developing world's-first technology ever
since. We have also taken on the role of
industry leader by continuously contributing
to the progress of the industry as a whole.
Innovation is still our driving force, with
customer satisfaction our real reward.
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A Remarkable Number of Patents

A Rewarding Experience

SHIMA SEIKI’s worldwide patent

SHIMA SEIKI and its founder Dr. Masahiro Shima

applications number in the thousands;

have both been recognized for their achievements

over 4,000 to be more precise*. As

over the years through many awards.

technology progresses new developments

1972

Award for technological merit, Science and Technology Agency in Japan

become more frequent. In recent years,

1972

Award for development of automated machinery, Japan Society for the Promotion of Machine Industry

our average number of applications has

1972

National award, Medium and Small Business Research Institute

1975

Gold medal award, industrial fair, Leipzig, Germany

increased to over 200 per year.

1975

Encouragement Prize, Japan Institute of Invention and Innovation

1979

25th Okochi Memorial Foundation Technical Award

*as of December 2010.

1980

National Commendation for Invention, Japan Institute of Invention and Innovation (JIII)

1989

3rd Tokyo Creation Award

1993

Tecnica della Confezione International Award

SSR 112- Related Patents

1993

14th Fashion Culture Award

1994

Jubilee Award, Textile Institute of Great Britain

As affordable as SSR®112 is, the

1996

18th Senken Shimbun Newspaper Award

1997

Business Manager Award, Zaikai Kenkyusho

1999

19th Business Leaders’ Award, Mainichi Shimbun Newspaper

represented by a large number of patents.

1999

Award for Achievement in Industrial Property, Japan Patent Office

For a complete list of patents that apply to

2002

Mainichi Fashion Grand Prix Amiko Kujiraoka Award, Mainichi Shimbun Newspaper

2004

Special Achievement Award, Senken Shimbun Newspaper

2005

Kansai Zaikai Seminar Award 2005 Grand Prize, Kansai Economic Federation and the Kansai Association of Corporate Executives

2005

Design Excellent Company Award, Japan Industrial Design Promotion Organization

2006

Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry Award

2007

53rd Okochi Memorial Foundation Grand Production Prize

2007

Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry Award for Green Development

2010

Commander of the Order of the Star of Italian Solidarity

®

technology that goes into it is still

SSR 112, please refer to page 20.
®
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Benefit No. 4

Benchmark Technology
With each innovation a new benchmark
is established. Eventually that technology
trickles down and becomes the industry
standard. By repeating this process,
SHIMA SEIKI continues to improve
conditions for our customers. This time
with SSR®112, we offer our customers a
brand new standard that combines the latest

Getting the Basics Right

benchmark technology with affordability.

The needle bed is the most important
part of the knitting machine. That is why
at SHIMA SEIKI, we take high-strength
steel and place it through an advanced
numerically-controlled machining process
which yields a tough, precision-cut needle
bed. We also use high-precision needle
plates that provide durability at high
speeds and protect the needle bed in the
event of broken needles and jacks.
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Yarn Gripper and Cutter System
Our unique yarn gripper and cutter system
consists of two yarn grippers and one yarn
cutter that work in precise coordination
Spring-Type Full-Sinker System

with each other. Since the gripper and

Spring-type sinkers operate full-time

cutter are separate units, they can be

regardless of carriage position, and provide

independently activated to delay cutting

gentle holddown movement, realizing

while holding, or perform holding alone.

significant improvement in quality and

Safety features are also built-in, such as

texture for complicated three-dimensional

a finger guard and the use of specially

fabrics.

configured safety blades.

Sinker release

Sinker holddown

The SHIMA SEIKI Takedown System

Stitch Presser Technology

SHIMA SEIKI’s fabric takedown system

The patented stitch presser system

features the patented takedown comb

features a special motor-driven system

which employs a fully-active row of

which allows the pressers to carry out

setup needles. Their compound release

individual on /off adjustments in both knit

mechanism offers complete, reliable,

and transfer, in either course direction.

snag-free fabric release.

These pressers are able to hold down
fabric gently for improved consistency and
control, contributing significantly to quality

In addition, SSR®112 14G and 16G

shaping.

machines feature the v-Sinker® which
allows tighter stitches for higher quality
fabrics in fine gauge applications.

Gauge
Range

Gauge
Range

Gauge
Range

Stitch Presser performs effective holddown while knitting
ribs, when sinkers are otherwise ineffective.

Setup
Device

Setup
Device

Setup
Device
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Maximum Performance
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Benefits of a Smaller Carriage

Typical Increases in Productivity

The compact size and low mass of the

Significant increases in productivity can

R2CARRIAGE allow a lower moment of

be seen throughout different portions of

inertia and quicker carriage returns.

these garments.

®

Rapid Response R2CARRIAGE®

For a given knitting width, a larger and

®

The R2CARRIAGE (R2=Rapid Response)

heavier carriage requires more space (B)

System features an advanced carriage

at each end of the machine to decelerate,

mechanism combined with improved

return and accelerate back up to speed, so

software programming that achieves

the actual portion where the carriage runs

quicker carriage returns after each course.

at full speed (A) becomes very limited.
With a compact, lightweight carriage, less
Knitting Area

space is required for the carriage to make
returns, allowing more area for the carriage
to run at full speed. This allows faster
knitting per course, resulting in higher

Machine: SSR®112-SV 7G (@1.1m/s)
Knitting:

All-needle, 7G texture

Half-gauge, 5G texture

No. of Courses:

4790

3028

Knitting Time:

51:20

33:33

Average Savings:

16.6%

14.1%

Compared with NewSES®122SL

productivity.
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A Machine for All Seasons
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All Needle

Needle Hook Conversion

I1114 S009

SSR®112-SV WideGauge®machines are
available in 7G, 12G and 14G, with a
Half Gauge

choice of needle hooks. The MM Hook
has a standard-size hook, while the special
LL Hook features an oversized hook that
allows thicker gauges or multiple ends for
increased gauge range.

A wide range of production is possible,

Gaugeless Knitting

The SV variant of SSR 112 offers

from tighter, finer-gauge fabrics using all-

WideGauge®capable models can also

WideGauge®capability that allows a variety

needle knitting to more airy, lower-gauge

perform Gaugeless Knitting, whereby an

of gauges to be knit on a single machine.

textures using half-gauge (1 x 1) knitting.

assortment of gauge sizes can be knit in

WideGauge®Knitting
®

This allows the freedom to handle changing

a single garment for greater patterning

seasons and shifting trends without

possibilities.

investing in a machine for every gauge or
resorting to the complex, time-consuming
task of gauge conversion.
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The Experts in Digital Knitting

photo: SSR®112-SV7
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Inconsistency Factors
Factors such as:
· Knitting speed;
· Yarn tension;
· Cone size;
· Batch difference; and
· Humidity

Quality and Consistency
Once the DSCS®-equipped machine is
programmed with the desired loop length,
it monitors yarn consumption continuously

all contribute to variations in loop formation.

and adjusts the knitting cam to yield

Analog systems cannot keep up with the

consistency throughout the fabric to within

minute adjustments required by today’s

a remarkable ±1% tolerance. The result is

demands for high-speed knitting, resulting

quality control that is essential to shaping

in inconsistent production quality.

and integral garment production.

The World’s First Digital Stitch Device

Improved Yarn Feed

Considered one of the most significant

The DSCS® system on SSR®112 features

breakthroughs in modern-day knitting,

a lighter, more compact encoder which

our patented Digital Stitch Control System

reduces stress on yarn, thus preventing

(DSCS ) is the only proven digital system

yarn breaks and resulting in more stable

field-tested and market-proven in the

operation. In addition, a new brake disk

industry for over 25 years. No other

system features adjustment dials for

manufacturer can claim this kind of

maintaining consistent braking tension.

experience or level of refinement.

The new system also makes it easier to

®

feed yarn and adjust yarn tension, reducing
setup time.
Gauge
Range

Setup
Device
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User-Friendly Interface
Helpful Messages
SSR®112’s controller features a new help
function which aids in troubleshooting
problems during knitting. It also can be
programmed with regular maintenance
schedules for such reminders as cleaning
and lubrication. In addition, separate
screens for sampling mode and production
mode feature functions that are specific to
each mode for better efficiency.
The SSR®112 control panel features a
simple monochromatic LCD monitor with
improved graphic interface for intuitive
operation. The eye-level display offers
improved ergonomics, while menuinteractive function buttons offer easy input
and editing.
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15.86m

28.1m

SSR®112: 100 machines installed in 446m2 area

28.1m

Efficient Use of Power
SSR®112 consumes considerably less

Standard Plating Yarn Feeder
®

SSR 112 machines of 12, 14 and 16 gauge

15.86m

electricity. For those moments when power

feature plating yarn feeders as standard
equipment. Split stitch is also possible.

suddenly becomes unavailable, a backup
power supply allows work to resume after
power failures. This offers peace of mind
that an entire garment will not be lost due

NewSES®122SL: 81 machines installed in 446m2 area

to blackouts.

New Compact Size

Shima Network Solutions

Ever since SHIMA SEIKI popularized shaping

By networking multiple knitting machines

on compact short-bed machines, space-

with our SDS®-ONE APEX3 3D design

efficiency has been a priority in its product

workstation, knitting data can be uploaded/

planning. SSR®112’s compact size allows

downloaded and shared. Online production

easier access to yarn cones and top tension

management can be used to gather

devices for easier setup. The smaller

important information about productivity for

footprint also allows more machines to be

each individual machine. Shima Network

installed within a given factory floorspace.

Solutions can be customized according to

SSR®112 is also considerably lighter,

your factory configuration, for up to a total

helping to lighten the load and making it

of 1,000 machines in a single network.

easier to install on upper-level floors.
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Going the Extra Mile

Fashion Shows
SHIMA SEIKI produces fashion shows for
special occasions, including the following
prestigious fashion events:
• Milano Fashion Week
• AltaRomAltaModa
• New York Fashion Week
• Japan Fashion Week (pictured)
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The Communication Space
Showrooms at our Wakayama headquarters,
Tokyo and West Japan branch offices,
as well as our Design Centers in Milan,
New York and Hong Kong always have
the latest samples on display, and provide

Training

opportunities for strategic meetings among

SHIMA SEIKI offers training courses at its

designer, apparel merchandiser, yarn

headquarters in Japan, or at subsidiaries,

spinner and knit manufacturer.

branch offices and agencies worldwide.

The Latest Trend Information

Thinking of You

Cooperation with knit fashion designers

Our company slogan says it all: Choose

and consultants, as well as participation in

SHIMA SEIKI and you’ll have the backing

various fashion trend events allow

of the world’s premier developer of

SHIMA SEIKI to offer the latest trend

computerized flat knitting technology.

information in a timely manner.

You can rest assured knowing that your
choice is the right choice.
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DIMENSIONS




















Average Weight




SSR®112
All dimensions are in millimeters.

660kg (1,452lbs)

Actual weight is dependent upon gauge and optional equipment.

List of patents that apply to SSR®112
EP1367163A1 (Stitch control device), EP1832674A1 (Stitch correction), EP1908868A1 (Stitch presser), JP2007-146336A (Short-circuit detection), EP1975295A1 (Needle selection cam), CN2887923Y (Motor control), CN101016674A(Motor control), JP2007-231447A(Transfer
guide cam), JP2007-231462A (Fabric off plate), EP2045383A1 (Motor control), EP2050849A1 (Full-time sinker), CN101148802A (Yarn guide spacer), JP2008-095213A (Latch needle), CN201158738Y (Needle jack), CN201339104Y (WideGauge needle), JP2009-114564A
(Needle Plate), CN201567434U (Long hook needle), JP2009-161874A (Transfer cam), EP09773315.8 (DSCS), EP09800197.7 (Cam), JP2010-144301A (Yarn guide), JP2009-181642 (Latch needle), CN201512658U (Needle selection actuator), PCT/JP2010/004994 (Takedown
roller), JP2009-250376 (v-Sinker), JP2010-007451 (Safety cover), JP2010-233074 (Selector raising cam), CN201020562736.5 (Yarn guide spacer), CN201020699109.6 (Selector), JP2010-269165 (Brake disc), JP2010-270936 (Operation bar), JP2010-270937 (Fabric off plate),
JP2010-270938 (Stitch presser), CN3499690D (Yarn feeder), CN3575675D (WideGauge needle), CN3637413D (Setup needle), CN3637503D (Actuator box), CN300694091D (Full-time sinker), CN300856016D (WideGauge needle), CN300856015D (WideGauge needle),
CN300804085D (WideGauge needle), CN300856014D (WideGauge needle), CN201030653697.5 (Knitting machine design)
*as of December 2010.
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SPECIFICATIONNS
Type

SSR112

Variation
Gauge

SV

SC

7 · 12 · 14

7 · 12 · 14 ·16

Knitting width

Variable stroke. Max 45” (114cm)

WideGauge®

Wide range of gauge knit on a single machine.

Knitting speed

Max 1.2m ⁄sec. Knitting speed varies according to gauge and knitting condition. Variably adjustable speed levels. 10 additional programmable speeds.

Stitch density

120 levels, electronically controlled.

○

Racking

Motor-driven racking mechanism. Max 2-inch racking. 1 ⁄ 2 and 1 ⁄4 pitch also available from any position.

Knitting system

Double KNITRAN® system. Single R2CARRIAGE® system.

Transfer

Simultaneous transfer, front or back, independent of carriage direction. Split stitch possible.

Sinker system

Spring-type moveable full-sinker system. v-Sinker® standard on 14G and 16G.

Stitch presser

Special motor-driven system allows individual adjustment for on/off in knit and transfer.

Needle hook conversion

Conversion between LL-size and MM-size possible without exchanging cams.

Needle selection

Full jacquard selection via special solenoid actuators.

Setup device

Takedown comb with special setup needles.

○

Takedown device

Main rollers. Changeable 99 levels, automatically adjustable on each level. Automatic opening and closing.

Yarn cutter

Single-unit system includes 1 yarn cutter and 2 yarn grippers. Left side standard.

DSCS®

Consistent loop length by digital control method. Left side standard. 4 lightweight, compact encoders. Left side standard.

Yarn feed roller
Side tensions

–

–

6 positions ( 7G only: 10 positions) on left side standard.

6 positions on left side standard.

8 on each side (7G only: 1 2 on each side)

8 on each side

Brake disk with 3-way adjustable dials. Both sides standard.
Yarn carriers
Top tensions

7 normal carriers. Plating yarn feeders standard on carrier rails no. 5 and no. 6 (7G only: 9 normal carriers).
10 tension devices (7G only: 16 devices)

10 tension devices

One - touch easy threading. Large knots cause machine stop. Small knots cause 0 - 9 courses at specified knot detection speed, then automatically resume at set speed.
Stop motion

Yarn break, large knot, wraparound check, shock detection, piece count, over-torque, program error, etc.

Drive system

Belt drive. AC servo motor. No lubrication necessary.

Safety devices

Full safety cover for noise-suppression and dust-proofing with stop motion sensor and interlock mechanism. Emergency stop switch. Emergency power off device.
Ultra-low speed “crawl” setting. C E Mark. Indicator lamps (see below).

Operation lamp

Green ⁄normal operation. Flashing green ⁄normal stop. Flashing amber ⁄abnormal stop.

CONTROLLER
Data input

USB memory interface. Ethernet 10 ⁄ 100 BAS E-T network interface.

Pattern memory

25,165,824 bits (1,024 wales × 8,192 addresses)

Control unit

Built-in controller. Stored program for flat knitting machine.

Control display

Monochrome LCD panel. Editing possible via display panel operation. Help/Message function (for cleaning and lubrication). Available in English, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,
Turkish, Arabic, Russian, Chinese, Korean and Japanese.

Back-up power

Power supply for resuming knitting after power failure

Power

Single phase AC220V ⁄ 230V
1.6kVA (0.5~1.0kW: Power consumption varies according to gauge and knitting condition.)
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Fully Fashioned High-Speed Knitting Machine

SHIMA SEIKI MFG., LTD.

85 Sakata Wakayama, 641-8511 Japan TEL +81-73-474-8210 FAX +81-73-474-8270 http://www.shimaseiki.com/
Featured cover sample:I1113S009

SHIMA SEIKI EUROPE, LTD.

SHIMA SEIKI U.S.A. INC.

SHIMA SEIKI ITALIA S.p.A.

SHIMA SEIKI DESIGN CENTER OF NEW YORK

Sills Road, Willow Farm Business Park,
Castle Donington, Derbyshire, DE74 2US, U.K.
Tel : +44-1332-814770 Fax : +44-1332-850272

22 Abeel Road, Monroe Twp., New Jersey 08831 U.S.A.
Tel: +1-609-655-4788 Fax: +1-609-655-3989
http://www.shimaseikiusa.com/

Via Redecesio 11-20090 Segrate (MI) ITALY
Tel : +39-02-216621 Fax : +39-02-2139410
http://www.shimaseiki.eu/

501 7th Avenue Suite #412 New York, NY 10018, U.S.A.
Tel: +1-212-391-4020 Fax: +1-212-391-4016

SHIMA SEIKI DESIGN CENTER OF MILANO
Via Redecesio 11-20090 Segrate (MI) ITALY
Tel : +39-02-216621 Fax : +39-02-2139410

SHIMA SEIKI SPAIN, S.A.U.

SHIMA SEIKI (HONG KONG) LTD.
1901, 19/F, Lu Plaza, No. 2 Wing Yip Street,
Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Tel : +852-2898-8339 Fax : +852-2558-8332
http://www.shimaseiki.com.hk/

Poligono Industrial Can Salvatella, Calle Comadran 35
08210 Barbera Del Valles, Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34-93-7293727 Fax: +34-93-7180626
http://www.shimaseiki.es/

SHIMA SEIKI KOREA INC.

SHIMA SEIKI PORTUGAL, UNIPESSOAL LDA

SHIMA SEIKI MFG., LTD., TAIPEI BRANCH

Seojung Bldg. 1F, 2F, 590-9, Guui-Dong,
Kwangjin-Gu, Seoul KOREA 143-200
Tel : +82-2-2216-4057 Fax : +82-2-2216-4711

Rua S. Juliao 241, Apartado 3142, Avintes 4431-801, PORTUGAL
Tel: +351-22-787-8580 Fax: +351-22-787-8589

1F, 30, Lane 583, Ruey Kuang Rd., Neihu, Taipei 11492, TAIWAN
Tel : +886-2-8752-3388 Fax : +886-2-8797-5522

For more information, please refer to the Sales Network section of the SHIMA SEIKI Website : www.shimaseiki.com/network/

SAFETY NOTICE

In order to ensure safe operation of the equipment, please review all operation manuals carefully before use.

SHIMA SEIKI, MACH2, FIRST, SWG, SES, NSSG, SSG, NSIG, SIG, SSR, LAPIS, SDS, SDS-ONE, SDS-ONE APEX, Shimatronic, v-Sinker, KNITRAN, R2CARRIAGE, WideTandem, WideGauge, WHOLEGARMENT, SlideNeedle, DSCS and i-DSCS+DTC are
either registered trademarks or trademarks of SHIMA SEIKI MFG., LTD. in Japan and /or other countries. SHIMA SEIKI maintains a policy of continuous improvement for its products, and therefore specifications and appearances are subject to change
without notice. Please contact your nearest authorized sales representative for the latest information.
SSR112
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